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ABSTRACT 

This work addresses the problem of easily developing a controller for a 

complex process. The development of the controller necessitates modeling and 

simulation of the process using a simulation language which helps reduce the gap 

between simulation studies and field realization. An example process, the flash tank 

chemical process, was chosen to make a comparison among the three common 

languages used for simulation, MATLAB, C and C++. The nonlinear practical process 

was simulated in these languages. An object-oriented model in C++ was developed for 

the process. The increased functionality of MATLAB with the use of the MATLAB 

Compiler and the C Math Library was explored for this process. It was found that a 

language for simulation should be chosen depending on the priorities in developing the 

controller. Due to a direct low level implementation, C language can help create more 

efficient code at the processor level. Due to a better representation of the process in 

the program, an object-oriented approach using C++ language can help in frequent 

modifications in the model of a process. However, the code in C or C++ can become 

lengthy and difficult to program. With the help of built-in functions in MATLAB, 

MATLAB can help reduce the time for developing a controller. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Computers and Simulation 

Modeling, analysis and control of dynamic systems have interested engineers 

for many years. But, in recent years, the subject has gained increasing importance for 

four reasons. First, meaningful implementations of dynamic systems need more 

detailed models and more complex algorithms for analysis and design. Before the 

invention of the digital computer, calculations required for this kind of detailed 

approach were often very time consuming and erroneous. Hence, gross simplifications 

were made, and only the simplest models of transient behavior were used. Now, the 

widespread availability of computers and relevant software allows engineers to work 

with more accurate models. 

Second, with this increased computational power, engineers have also 

increased the performance specifications required of their designs to make an optimum 

use of resources such as energy, materials, man power and to provide a safe working 

environment. This necessitates more detailed models with fewer approximations, 

especially for the prediction of transient behavior. 

Third, using computers as system elements for measurement and control now 

allows more complex algorithms to be implemented for data analysis and for action to 

be taken based upon vast collected data. Self-calibrating 'smart' instruments consisting 

of microprocessors make data collection far more accurate. 

Finally, engineers do modeling, analysis and simulation of a dynamic system on 

a computer and explore a number of different approaches for controlling the system. 

This minimizes the risks involved in a physical implementation and provides a better 

design. Simulation of a dynamic system on a computer opens a lot more possibilities 

for developing a control approach. 



1.1.1 Simulation of a System 

Simulation starts with a careful study of a system and its objectives. After a 

detailed analysis, a model of the system is derived. Once the model is programmed into 

a computer, several tests are conducted. Input parameters are varied and the 

performance of the system is evaluated. A successful study provides a realistic 

representation of the system and an insight into its operation. The results of simulation 

may lead to an implementation or a modification of the system. 

Simulation is also used at various levels in the development of a real-time 

system. A lot of effort is directed towards making the simulation real-time. In a real

time simulation program, some of its actions have to be performed within time 

constraints set by the environment and the sequence of its actions is changed by events 

occurring in the environment. Real-time simulation adds a touch of practicality to the 

process of simulation. There are several levels of simulation for a system. 

The first level of simulation is non-real time, software only, simulation. In this 

case, the system is coded and the program is executed on a computer without any 

interface to external hardware. This is the most common form of simulation. The 

second level is real-time, software only, simulation. In this case, the program is 

executed as fast as a real system, but does not produce hard results. The next level is 

the real-time simulation with hardware in the loop. In this level, the control part is 

taken out of the computer program and is implemented in external hardware. The 

control hardware can be checked without affecting the physical system if the computer 

simulation of a process is as fast as a real system. Other levels of realism in simulation 

require the use of data acquisition boards used to collect data fi'om external hardware. 

In this research, the second level of simulation is adopted. 

With so many software packages around for simulation, it is very difficult to 

select a proper software package for simulating a system. A complex nonlinear process 

adds to the difficulty. Once the system is simulated and a suitable control approach is 

determined, the controller code can be developed. An electronic controller containing 



the controller code or a computer containing the controller program can be used to 

control an actual process. 

1.2 Research Topic 

The problem of developing a controller for a complex process is addressed in 

this thesis. In developing the controller for a complex process, it is not feasible to 

directly implement the process and try out various control approaches. The process 

has to be simulated and the control approaches should be tried on the simulated 

system. This leads to the problem of a selection of a language for simulation of the 

complex process so that the gap between simulation studies and field realization can be 

narrowed. Generally, control programs in a programmable logic controller (PLC) or a 

distributed control system (DCS) control the process in the field. Simulation using 

conventional higher level languages must be converted to this environment before it 

can be realistically applied to field realizations. This widens the gap between 

simulation studies and field realization. In this research, a practical nonlinear process is 

selected for simulation in languages normally used for simulation. A comparison of the 

ease of programming and the speed of the simulated program is made to choose a 

suitable language for simulation of complex processes. 

Existing work in common simulation languages regarding modeling and 

simulation of a process and developing a controller is examined in the next chapter. 

MATLAB, C and C++ offer several advantages and disadvantages in their utilization 

as languages used for simulation. Their features are examined in detail in Chapter III. 

The ease of development of a controller code can be verified by using these languages 

for simulation of a complex process. An example process chosen for this purpose is 

introduced in Chapter IV and a model and an algorithm for simulation of the process is 

developed. Chapter V provides information regarding development of the program for 

simulation of the process in MATLAB, C and C++. The results of simulation in these 

languages are presented in Chapter VI. A comparison of results from an attempt to 

make the simulation of the process run as fast as possible in MATLAB is also 



presented. Appendix A provides a parameter legend. Appendix B provides a list of the 

simultaneous nonlinear equations that describes the process. Appendix C provides a 

list of the nonlinear state equations with time-varying parameters that describes the 

process. Appendices D and E provide a listing of some of the programs. 



CHAPTER n 

SYSTEM MODELING AND SIMULATION 

Successful development of a control system starts with the identification of the 

system and the development of a mathematical model for the system to be controlled. 

The model of the system can be simulated on a computer using a suitable software 

package and a controller for the system can be developed. Proper selection of a 

software package is crucial to the successful development of the control system. In 

this chapter, the existing work done in MATLAB and other simulation languages 

regarding system modeling and simulation is discussed. 

2.1 Existing Approaches to Simulation 

Simulation is an important bridge between a theoretical study of a system and a 

physical realization of the system. Results fi"om a meaningful simulation can identify 

the characteristics of the simulated system and help choose a proper control approach. 

There are a number of simulation packages and tools for this purpose available today. 

Control and simulation packages such as TUTSIM [1], ACSL[2] and SIMN0N[3] 

have been used not only for modeling and simulating a system but also as essential 

tools for analysis and synthesis of automatic control systems [4]. As an example, a 

federation of German automobile manufacturers have incorporated ACSL as a 

dynamic simulation component [5]. Based upon these kinds of simulation languages, 

interesting further developments have been made in higher level systems, for example 

the Modular Modeling System (MMS) [6] has been developed for power plant 

simulation and SimuSolv [7] has been developed for chemical applications. 

These languages, as they are, do not form part of a real-time operation. A 

controller designed and tested in these languages must be converted to another 

environment for its actual operation Frequently, a programmable logic controller 

(PLC) or a distributed control system (DCS) controls the process in the field. Thus, 

the program for the simulated controller must be converted to program the actual 



controller. This slows down the interaction between simulation studies and field 

realizations. Also, it is cumbersome to incorporate any modifications in the control 

approach identified after the field realization. This is why it is sometimes preferred to 

simulate a system and develop the control approach in low level languages such as C. 

The program for a controller developed using C language can be cross-compiled and 

loaded on a microprocessor chip for direct control of the system or a computer 

containing the program can be used to control the system directly. However, writing 

simulation and control programs in a lower level language takes a considerable amount 

of time and effort. 

MATLAB[8] has also been used as a major simulation language for almost a 

decade. MATLAB is a high level language. Many different kinds of systems can be 

simulated in MATLAB. MATLAB provides built-in functions for solving nonlinear 

equations or integrating a set of ODEs commonly found in the mathematical model of 

any complex process. This makes MATLAB an obvious choice for simulating a 

complex nonlinear process. 

As an example, a continuous sodium hypochlorite bleaching process has been 

simulated [9] using MATLAB and SIMULINK, an environment for interactive 

simulation of dynamic systems. Actual mill operating conditions were used as inputs to 

the simulation. A dynamic model was simulated for finding an automatic viscosity 

control strategy. The linearity of the system and setpoint tracking of the controller 

were studied. Controller tuning and a response to disturbances were verified. By 

comparing simulated data with actual mill data, it was shown that it is possible to 

develop a model that can predict reasonably well the dynamic behavior of the process. 

Computer aided control system design (CACSD) which was once applied only 

in the aerospace industry is now finding wide-spread applications. One such 

application was developed by Cambridge Control Ltd. using the CACSD tool 

MATLAB and SIMULINK[10]. A model of a low-lift sump system with PID 

controllers was developed in SIMULINK. The control algorithms were designed and 

simulated using a SIMULINK plant model. The same algorithms were also 



programmed into a programmable logic controller (PLC). By comparing the output of 

the PLC with that of the simulated system for same inputs, the PLC program was 

verified. Implementation of the system became far more predictable and cost-effective 

as a result of this simulation/validation approach rather than the ad-hoc methods 

commonly used in industry. Here, the control algorithms developed in simulation had 

to be written into the PLC for field realization. This indicates a gap between simulation 

studies and field realization. 

A multivariable system model of an overhead crane has also been simulated 

using MATLAB [11]. For real-time implementation, a state variable feedback 

controller was developed and implemented using a digital control system. The state 

variable feedback controller was demonstrated using a scale model of the overhead 

crane. 

MATLAB has also been used in real-time to control an actual process [12]. In 

this case, a laboratory scale biochemical process was controlled by a computer using 

the MATLAB language. Some of the MATLAB code was implemented as MEX-files. 

A MEX-file in MATLAB is a machine language, directly executable version of the 

same routines written as a conventional M-file in MATLAB. This results in faster 

execution. An M-file is a file containing a number of statements in MATLAB for 

accomplishing a certain task. In this case, sampling frequencies low enough to 

accommodate slow communication over the network and a slow process contributed 

in making the real-time implementation of the controller in MATLAB possible. 

The programming approach used in most of the examples above is basically a 

procedure-oriented programming approach. In the past few years, an object-oriented 

programming approach using languages such as C++ has become popular due to the 

relationship of the object-oriented style with the representation of physical objects in a 

system. 



2.2 An Object-oriented Approach to a System Simulation 

Object-oriented techniques offer a number of useful features applicable to 

simulation[13, 14]. First, simulation relates models of real world entities and their 

interactions. The behavior and structure of these entities can be easily modeled as 

objects. Second, an object provides a direct representation of a real world object by 

allowing specialization and inheritance. Booch[15] and Rumbaugh[16] describe 

object-oriented techniques in detail for modeling of a system and designing of suitable 

code. 

A process control system is a classical 'physical object' kind of a system. Many 

components of the system such as state variables, input variables and controllers are 

'physical'. An object-oriented approach is naturally suited to this kind of system. In 

one object-oriented process and control simulation application in C++, a framework 

for modeling and simulation of process plants with discrete logic controls was 

developed[17]. Four subsystems were identified as the plant, the controller, the 

human interface and the control and instrumentation (C & I) elements. The C & I 

Element class provided the medium of interaction between the Plant class and the 

Controller class. The 'Plant' class was a collection of objects inherited from the base 

class PlantElement which was further divided into a Processing Element class (for 

example reactor), a Driving Element class (for example pump) and an Auxiliary 

Element class(for example pipe). The C & I element class was used to simulate 

sensing, monitoring, recording, displaying different plant parameters and actuating the 

Driving Element class on commands fi"om the Controller class. The activities of a logic 

controller were modeled by various classes (Scanner and Rung) inherited fi-om an 

abstract class Logic Element. A Humanlnterface class acted as a container of one or 

more of Screen class objects. An application framework was formed for integrating 

pieces of software. Based upon this application framework, a water circulation plant 

was simulated. 

From these examples, it can be seen that simulation of a process is necessary to 

develop a controller for a complex process. The controller code developed in 
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simulation has to be converted to another environment for realistic implementation. 

This signifies a gap between simulation studies and field realization. Thus, selection of 

a language for simulation of a complex process is significant in developing and 

implementing a controller for the process so that the gap between simulation studies 

and field realization can be narrowed. 

In C or C++ languages, there are no ready-made functions as in MATLAB. 

Hence, solving nonlinear equations or integrating a set of ODEs for simulation of a 

complex process requires lengthy code. The trade-off in these languages for 

developing a controller for a complex process is explored and presented in the 

remaining chapters by selecting an example nonlinear process. 



CHAPTER III 

LANGUAGES USED FOR SIMULATION 

C, C++ and MATLAB are some of the languages used for simulation. C 

language facilitates a low level implementation of the programs. C++ provides a better 

representation of the system to be simulated in the program. MATLAB is a powerful 

simulation language. Various control approaches can be tried on the simulated process 

and a suitable control approach can be selected for physical implementation. The 

MATLAB Compiler and the C Math Library have facilitated field realization of the 

control approach. Initially, general features of MATLAB, which are extremely useful 

in simulating a process, are presented in this chapter. Later, the two introductions fi^om 

The MathWorks are examined in more detail by using a simple example M-file and 

exploring their functionality. In the last section, a comparison between an object-

oriented programming style and a procedure-oriented programming style is presented. 

3.1 MATLAB as a Simulation Language 

MATLAB from The MathWorks Inc. provides a very useful method of 

manipulating matrices. The software can be used with several operating systems, for 

example, UNIX, Windows 3.1, Windows 95. MATLAB is a higher level language 

mainly used for simulation of various systems. It is written in C. In addition to 

available functions, a series of M-files can be written to perform several tasks. 

MATLAB is an interactive software package that uses a matrix as its basic 

data element. The matrix does not require any dimensioning. Once the user defines the 

contents of vectors and/or matrices of interest, he can perform operations on them by 

merely combining their variable names with the desired matrix and array operators. 

Some of the important features of MATLAB include: 

1. The ability to save the variables in the workspace on termination of a session 

2. The ability to save a session for later reference or printing 

3. The ability to extend the programs by creating .M files using the built-in editor. 

10 



MATLAB contains several commands and function M-files which make the 

simulation task easier to program than in any low level languages such as C. An M-

file contains statements in MATLAB. There can be a function M-file or a script M-file. 

A function M-file is particularly useful as it provides an unlimited extension. A user 

writes an appropriate function M-file to generate a customized flmction to achieve a 

certain task. Invoking the function can be done from another function M-file or 

another script M-file by providing the input arguments. 

3.1.1 Toolboxes 

The functionality of MATLAB for simulation is extended with the addition of 

optional application-specific toolboxes. Toolboxes consist of suites of MATLAB 

functions (M-files). These toolboxes cover a variety of disciplines. Some of them are 

listed here. The Signal Processing Toolbox adds commands for one-dimensional and 

two-dimensional digital signal processing (time-series analysis). This also includes 

functions for the design and analysis of digital filters and FFT analysis. The Control 

System Toolbox includes commands for control systems engineering with an emphasis 

on state-space techniques. The System Identification Toolbox includes commands for 

system identification and parametric modeling. It is used in estimation of models of a 

system depending upon input-output data or time-series information. The Optimization 

Toolbox includes commands for the optimization of linear and nonlinear functions. 

The Neural Network Toolbox contains functions for designing and simulating neural 

networks. 

3.1.2 SIMULINK 

Apart fi-om MATLAB, The Mathworks also offers SIMULINK. It is a 

graphical, mouse-driven environment, integrated with MATLAB, that allows modeling 

of systems by drawing block diagrams on the screen and manipulating them 

interactively. 
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All of these features of MATLAB simplify program development. However, 

the execution of the programs is slow in MATLAB. A MEX-file resolves this to a 

certain extent. In the next section, usefiilness of the MEX-file is presented. 

3.1.3 MEX-file Generation 

One of the major short-comings of MATLAB is the speed of the simulation 

programs. The MATLAB Compiler addresses this problem. The MATLAB Compiler 

can be used to convert a user function M-file into a MEX-file for considerable speed

up in simulation. The MATLAB compiler converts an M-fife to a C program before 

converting it to a MEX-file with the help of a supported ANSI C compiler (Watcom 

10.x). During execution, a MEX-file has precedence over an M-file in the same 

directory. Some reasons for compiling an M-file include a speed-up in execution and 

the ability to hide proprietary algorithms. 

3.1.4 MEX-file Speed-up 

A simple function M-file, 'squibo.m'(Figure 3.1), can be used as an example of 

relative execution times. The name 'squibo' is an amalgam of the square root and 

Fibonacci. The function returns the first n 'squibonacci' numbers. The loop containing 

code for the calculation of squibonacci numbers runs significantly faster as a MEX-file 

than as an M-file. 

function g = squibo(n) 

% This function calculates the first n "squibonacci" numbers. 

g = zeros(l,n); 

g(i)=i; 

g(2)=i; 

for i=3:n 

g(i) = sqrt(g(i-l)) + g(i-2); 

end 

Figure 3.1 Listing of the function M-file, Squibo.m [19] 
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Figure 3.2 shows MATLAB execution times for 'squibo.mex' generated with 

'mcc', 'mcc -r' (all arguments are real and no complex data) and 'mcc -ri' (real 

arguments and no bounds checking) commands, respectively. A considerable speed-up 

can be seen. The speed of MEX-file execution depends on the number of calls to 

MATLAB generated by the MATLAB compiler in the MEX-file source code. More 

calls to MATLAB slow down the execution. By comparing the MEX-file source code 

the MATLAB Compiler generates for the different options, (The MEX-file source 

codes generated by the options, r and ri, are given in Appendix D and Appendix E 

respectively) it can be seen that the MEX-file source codes generated by 'mcc -r' and 

'mcc -ri' do not contain the call to MATLAB for the square root operation. In the file, 

'squibo.c', generated with the option, -r, the function arguments are considered real. 

With the assumption of real arguments, a call to MATLAB for the square root of a 

complex number is no longer needed. 

» cd c:\squitry 

» tic;squibo(100000);toc 

elapsedtine = 

24.6000 

» cd c:\squitry1 

>̂ t ic;squibo(100000);toc 

elapsed_tine = 

0.3300 

» cd c:\squitr-y2 

» t ic;squibo(100000);toc 

elapsed_tine = 

0.2200 

» 

Figure 3.2 MEX-file Speed-up 
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There are some limitations for generation of a MEX-file through the MATLAB 

compiler. Some of the important ones are listed below. MEX-files cannot be generated 

in the following cases. 

• M-files containing eval, input or load 

• M-files that create or access sparse matrices 

• M-files containing variables whose names end with an underscore(_) 

• Script M-files 

A script M-file has to be converted to a flmction M-file before it can be compiled to 

generate a MEX-file. 

3.1.5 MEX-file Optimization 

There are several approaches to optimizing MEX-files. [19] These approaches 

basically try to avoid call backs to MATLAB in the MEX-file source code. The 

number of call backs to MATLAB can be found by studying the MEX-file source code 

generated by the MATLAB compiler for the calls to MATLAB or by compiling the 

M-file with the option, ' -v', ('mcc -v' command). The option, 'mcc -v', indicates the 

location of the possibilities of a slow code (for example mccCallMATLAB) along with 

the generation of a MEX-file. Optimizing approaches should be used while writing an 

M-file for generating a proper MEX-file. 

3.1.5.1 Optimization by using Optional Flags 

The MATLAB compiler has several optional flags to be used for optimization. 

But, not every M-file is a candidate for all optional flags. In the previous section, it is 

shown that a considerable speed up can be achieved with the use of '-r' and '-ri' 

options. The option, '-r', with the command, 'mcc', makes the arguments real. This 

causes a reduction in call backs to MATLAB. The option, '-i', with the command, 

'mcc', is for bounds checking. To make an M-file a candidate for the '-i' option, a 

preallocation of all arrays must be done using the functions, 'zeros' or 'ones' in 

MATLAB. Otherwise, a MEX-file will be generated by the MATLAB compiler but, 
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the MEX-file will fail at run-time. The preallocation of arrays improves the speed of 

execution because calls to the operating system for more and more allocation of 

memory for a growing array are no longer needed. 

Muhiple function M-files can be compiled together and a single MEX-file can 

be created, provided the M-files listed in the 'mcc' command sequence call the latter 

ones in the sequence. This prevents unnecessary and time-consuming call backs to 

MATLAB for the functions (user M-files) every time they are encountered during the 

MEX-file execution. 

3.1.5.2 Type Imputation by the MATLAB Compiler 

The MATLAB interpreter considers all variables in an M-file as having the 

MATLAB Matrix data types. While generating a MEX-file source code, the 

MATLAB Compiler analyzes how the variables in an M-file are assigned values and 

how these values are used. On the basis of this analysis, the MATLAB Compiler 

converts the MATLAB Matrix data type to a smaller data type (for example, int or 

double in C). This is called a type imputation. The type imputation helps create faster 

code. Although selective forced type imputation can be done by an addition of 

assertions such as mbint, mbscalar and mbreal to help the MATLAB Compiler in 

imputing data types, it is not necessary. 

3.1.5.3 Compilation of MATLAB Provided M-files 

In general, a compilation of the MATLAB provided M-files creates more call 

backs to MATLAB. Also, more often than not, one call back to MATLAB generates a 

series of calls to MATLAB. This is unavoidable and it reduces the MEX-file execution 

speed considerably. 

3.1.6 MEX-File Source Code Generated by the Command, 'mcc' 

MEX-files generated by the MATLAB Compiler share a common format 

shown in Figure 3.3[19]. 
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Header files consist of 

# include <math.h> 

#include "mex.h" 

#include "mcc.h" 

ANSI C math library 

MEX-files 

MATLAB Compiler Library 

All MEX-files must contain the standard MEX-file gateway routine containing 

the function, mexFunctionQ. The MATLAB Compiler generates an input test code 

which checks for an imaginary component in the input arguments and branches to 

either a complex or a real branch. The option, '-r', for compilation supresses the 

complex branch and the option, '-i', for compilation suppresses the test code too. In 

the computation section, computations defined in an M-file are performed at run time 

in either the Complex Branch or the Real Branch. The fiinction has to receive and 

return arguments in the Matrix data structure only. Hence, after performing 

calculations in the real or the complex branch, parameters to be returned must be 

converted to the Matrix data structure only. 

#include Header Files 

MEX-file Gateway Function Declaration 

Code to examine input values to 
determine whether to do real or 
complex branching 

1, 
Complex Branch 

Declare Variables 
2. Import input arguments 
3. Perform complex calculations 
4. Export output arguments 

Real Branch 
1. Declare Variables 
2. Import input arguments 
3. Perform real calculations 
4. Export output arguments 

Figure 3.3 A Structure of the Compiler Generated MEX-file Source Code 
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The generation and use of MEX-files significantly enhances the applicability of 

MATLAB in field realizations of a controller code developed as result of simulation. 

In some cases, a computer containing the code in a MEX-file in MATLAB can be 

used to control an actual system. This is the software approach to field realizations. 

MATLAB also offers a hardware approach for the same. The MATLAB Compiler can 

convert an M-file into C code which can be cross-compiled and loaded onto a 

microprocessor chip. The next section covers this feature of MATLAB in detail. 

3.1.7 A Stand-alone Executable Program Generation 

The MATLAB Compiler can also be used to convert an M-file into C code and 

a stand-alone external application can be built with the use of the C Math Library. The 

stand-alone executable program runs irrespective of MATLAB being on the computer. 

However, the MATLAB Math Library must be installed on the system. When invoked 

with the option flag, -e , the MATLAB Compiler translates an M-file into a C source 

code suitable for inclusion into a stand-alone external C application. The directory 

containing the header file, 'matlab.h', should be included in the include file search path. 

After compiling this C source code along with a separate mainQ routine with an ANSI 

C compiler, the resulting object files must be linked with the object libraries listed 

below[19]. 

1. The MATLAB Built-in Math Library, which contains compiled versions of most 

MATLAB built-in math routines. 

2. The MATLAB Toolbox Math Library, which contains compiled versions of most 

MATLAB M-file math routines. 

3. The MATLAB Compiler Library, which contains specialized routines for 

manipulating certain data structures. 

4. The C Math Library, which contains approximately 300 mathematical routines 

based on MATLAB language 
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MATLAB also provides 'mbuild', a build script (mbuild.bat), through which a 

stand-alone executable program, a POSIX compliant console application, can be 

generated. The built application can run under Windows NT or Windows 95 for PC 

platforms - character mode and windowed mode. For Windowed mode, a separate 

winmainO routine must be written to have fijU features of Windows included in the 

program. The MATLAB Math Library supports two compilers on the PC: Watcom 

10.x and Microsoft Visual C++ 2.x. Depending upon the compiler, the file, mbuild.bat, 

has to be modified to use this command-line utility. 

User M-file 

User C-file 

C Compiler 

Object File 

mcc -e option 

MATLAB compiler generated 

C function code 

C Compiler 

Object File 

MATLAB Math Toolbox Library 
MATLAB Math Built-in Library 
MATLAB Compiler Library 
ANSI C Math Library 

Linker 

Stand-Alone External Application 

Figure 3.4 Development of a Typical Stand-Alone Executable 
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Based upon the development structure shown in Figure 3.4, a stand-alone 

executable program can be created. The M-file, 'Squibo.m', described in the previous 

section can again be used as an example. The command, 'mcc -e', generates the C 

function code from the user function M-file. By comparing the C code generated by 

the conmiands, 'mcc' and 'mcc -e', the statement, 'mccCallMATLAB', in the 'mcc' 

code for calling the square root function is replaced by a call to the function, 'mlfSqrt', 

of the MATLAB Math Library in the 'mcc -e' code. A user C code 

containing a main() routine was written (Figure 3.5). 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include "matlab.h" 

main() 

{ 

int n; 

Matrix *matl, *mat2; 

mat2 = mlfScalar(5); 

printf("hi \n\n"); 

matl = mlfSquibo(mat2); 

printf("The answer is \n"); 

mlfPrintMatrix(mat 1); 

mxFreematrix(mat2); 

mxFreeMatrix(mat 1); 

exit(O); 

} 
Figure 3.5 A Listing of sq_sepex.c Program 

The file contains a declaration of two pointers to a Matrix data structure. One of them 

is used as an argument to the mlfSquibo ('mlf prefix is added to the name of the user 
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m-file by the MATLAB Compiler) and another is used to point to a returned Matrix 

data structure by 'mlfSquibo'. The pointers to the Matrix data structure can be 

initialized by functions such as mlfScalar. Memory allocated to these Matrix data 

structures must be freed at the end of the function by mxFreeMatrix otherwise a 

memory leak would result. 

3.1.7.1 Stand -Alone Source Code Generated by the Command, 'mcc -e' 

With the '-e' option, the MATLAB compiler generates the code suitable for a 

stand-alone executable program. The code has the general structure shown in Figure 

3.6. Header files consist of 

• # include <math.h> ANSI C math library 

• #include "matrix.h" Matrix access routines 

• #include "mcc.h" MATLAB Compiler Library 

• #include "matlab.h" MATLAB Math Library 

#include Header Files 

mlf Function Declaration 

Code to examine input values to 
determine whether to do real or 
complex branching 

Complex Branch 
1. Declare Variables 
2. Import input arguments 
3. Perform complex calculations 
4. Export output arguments 

Real Branch 
1. Declare Variables 
2. Import input arguments 
3. Perform real calculations 
4. Export output arguments 

Figure 3.6 A Structure of the Compiler Generated Stand-Alone Executable Program 
Code 
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3.2 C and C++ 

The C language has been very popular with software developers for quite some 

time. The advent of C++ heralded a new era in programming style. C++ is an 

extension to the C programming language, providing object-oriented facilities within 

the framework of C. C++ is one of the most popular object-oriented languages, along 

with Object Pascal and Smalltalk. 

3.2.1 Procedure-oiented Programming 

In the procedure-oriented approach to programming, a programmer views a 

problem as a sequence of things to do. He organizes related data items in C structures 

or their equivalents in other languages and writes the necessary functions (procedures) 

to manipulate the data. Although the data is organized into structures, the primary 

focus is on the functions. Each C function transforms the data in a certain way. Each 

function performs a well-defined operation on its input arguments and returns the 

transformed data as a return value. In the process, the programmer completes the 

sequence of tasks that solves the problem. 

3.2.2 Object-oriented Programming 

The term object-oriented programming, popularly known as OOP, involves 

definition of abstract data types (ADTs) and organization of the program around these 

ADTs with an eye toward exploiting their common features. ADT represents complex 

real-world objects. ADT refers to a programmer-defined data type together with a set 

of operations that can be performed on that data[21]. 

OOP is just a method of designing and implementing software. A programmer 

gains a significant advantage while implementing software especially in large software 

projects. As OOP enables the programmer to remain close to the conceptual, higher-

level model of the real-worid problem, the programmer can manage its complexity 

better than with approaches that force him to map the problem to fit the features of the 

language. The programmer can take advantage of the modularity of objects and 
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implement the program in relatively independent units that are easier to maintain and 

extend. 

OOP languages have a number of characteristics such as encapsulation, 

inheritance and polymorphism. C++ covers all these areas adequately. The 'class' 

facility is its important feature. A C++ class is similar to a C structure but can contain 

a function definition as well as data. This is encapsulation. The class facility also allows 

new classes to be built as variants on existing base classes. This is inheritance. For 

defining a certain process (function) that must work with many different types of 

objects, there is a facility that allows several function definitions to have the same 

name. This is polymorphism. 

Some of the important features of MATLAB, C and C++ presented in this 

chapter regarding their use as languages used for simulation can be verified by actually 

simulating a complex practical process in all three languages. The flash tank chemical 

process, a complex nonlinear and multivariable process, is selected for this purpose. 

The chemical process is introduced in the next chapter and an algorithm for its 

simulation in general is developed. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE CHEMICAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

A flash tank chemical process [22] was chosen for a comparison of process and 

control simulation in MATLAB, C and C++. A mathematical model of such a complex 

process requires a nonlinear state equation approach. For facilitating modeling, the 

chemical process was divided into various regions. Mathematical equations were 

formulated for these regions. A simulation algorithm for this process was developed. 

4.1 Introduction 

The chemical process diagram is shown in Figure 4.1. Incoming liquid to the 

flash tank contains components A and component B. As the liquid at high pressure 

crosses into the low pressure region of the flash tank, it flashes, boils and fizzes much 

as a soft drink does when the bottle is opened. Component B preferentially flashes 

whereas component A preferentially stays a liquid (like the soft drink water does). But, 

some of component A vaporizes and some of component B remains a liquid. 

The objective of the flash tank is not only to separate component B from 

component A but also to make them as pure as possible. Component B will primarily 

come out from the top of the tank and component A will primarily come out from 

bottom of the tank as a result of the process. 

The exit flow rate of liquid A and B is controlled by the liquid flow control 

valve, LCVOl, and the composition of the liquid by vapor flow control valve, ACV02, 

respectively. LCVOl is used for a liquid, hence, it is made to fail closed. ACV02 is 

used for a vapor, hence, it is made to fail opened. If LCVOl is opened more, liquid 

flows out faster and the liquid level in the flash tank drops. Whereas, if ACV02 is 

opened more, gas flows out causing a reduction in flash tank pressure(p2) as more 

component B vaporizes. This makes the liquid purer in A. 
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Figure 4.1 Diagram of the chemical process 

4.2 Multivariable Interactive Process 

There is a reduction in the flash tank pressure, p2, when ACV02 is opened. 

Hence, component A (liquid) is not pushed out faster. LCVOl needs to be 

simultaneously opened in order to prevent increasing liquid level in the flash tank. 

Similarly, when LCVOl is opened, the reduction in the flash tank pressure lowers the 

flow of component B (gas). When one parameter is changed, the other parameter is 

affected too. Hence, the process is interactive. 

4.2.1 Variables 

There are three uncontrolled input variables to this chemical process. The first 

variable is the temperature of the incoming liquid Tin (K). The second variable is the 

mole fraction of component A in the incoming liquid Za. Za represents the moles of A 

out of total incoming moles. The third variable is the incoming liquid flow rate f 

(moles/minute). 
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The two manipulated variables of the chemical process are the LCVOl and 

ACV02 valve stem positions. The valve stem positions are manipulated to achieve the 

desired control. 

The two controlled variables of this chemical process are flash tank level 1 

(meter) and outlet composition Xa3. The primary objective of the process is to purify 

component A. The tank liquid level directly affects the purity of liquid component A. 

Also, for safety reasons, the tank liquid level is an important parameter to control. 

The output variables of the chemical process are the gas (mostly component B) 

flow rate v and liquid (mostly component A) flow rate q. 

4.2.2 Conditions and Constraints 

Any process has certain conditions of operation and certain practical 

constraints. For this chemical process, the flash tank height is assumed to be 1.0 meter. 

The nominal values for the three input variables f, Za and Tin are assumed to be 2.0 

Kmol/min, 0.9 and 450 K, respectively. Robustness of the controller can be tested by 

varying these input variables. 

In an effort to make this example as practical as possible, there are several 

practical shutdown constraints included in the system. The flash tank level should be 

between 0.075 meter and 0.8 meter. The flash tank pressure should be less than 350 

Kpa. If the liquid level goes above 0.8 m, it covers the flashing inlet causing severe 

condensation shocks. Whereas if the liquid level goes below 0.075 m, the outgoing 

liquid whirlpool can suck gas along with liquid from the flash tank. The flash tank is 

designed for pressures up to 350 Kpa. 

The liquid level can be controlled at any intermediate level, of for instance 0.4 

meter. But, this means excess hold-up in the process. To reduce inventory cost, the 

level can be controlled at 0.2 meter, a value as low as possible but not too near the 

lower operability limit. Hence, the setpoint for the liquid level controller is to be kept 

at 0.2 meters. The flash tank process is designed to separate the liquid component A 
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from the gas component B and to get as much pure liquid component A as possible. 

Hence, the setpoint for the outlet composition (xa3) controller is kept at 0.9. 

4.3 Mathematical Approach 

As shown in the Figure 4.2, the process is divided into 5 regions to facilitate 

the simulation of the process. A parameter legend is provided in Appendix A. 

4.3.1 Region 1 

The three input variables (Tin, Za & f) are converted to seven process 

parameters by seven simultaneous nonlinear equations described in Appendix B. 

Some initial values of the seven process parameters are provided and the 

simultaneous equations are solved for a solution set of the seven process parameters. 
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Figure 4.2 Identification of regions in the chemical process 
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4.3.2 Regions 2 and 3 

Six nonlinear ordinary differential equations described in Appendix C with 

time-varying parameters describe the process dynamics. Three ODEs describe the gas 

phase and the other three ODEs describe the liquid phase of the process dynamics. 

There are six state variables and six nonlinear state equations with time-varying 

parameters. These equations can be solved by Euler, Runge-Kutta or other methods. 

4.3.3 Regions 4 and 5 

In these regions, output variables (vapor flow rate, v, and liquid flow rate, q) 

and controlled variables (level and outlet liquid composition) are generated. 

4.4 Simulation Algorithm 

Time-varying parameters need to be updated continuously to accurately 

simulate the process. The algorithm used for simulating the process and the controllers 

is shown in Figure 4.3. 

First of all, several initial conditions are set. The state variables and other inlet 

conditions are initialized. The algorithm is mainly divided into nested loops. The outer 

loop takes care of the overall time of the process simulation, whereas the innerloop 

takes care of 

1. solving seven simultaneous nonlinear equations, 

2. solving six nonlinear differential equations, 

3. updating time-varying parameters, 

4. checking the shutdown constraints and taking control action. 

As can be seen from Figure 4.3, the inner loop time step (EDT) can be reduced to 

increase the overall accuracy of the simulation. 

Without the addition of any controller, the liquid level in the flash tank could 

keep on rising. After supplying initial values for the valve stem positions, the level and 

composition controllers can change the valve stem positions continuously in order to 

control the level and composition. In general, level control can be a PI (proportional 
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plus integral) control. Whereas, composition control, being nonlinear and slow, can be 

a PID (proportional plus integral plus derivative) control. 

Once the process is simulated, cascade, ratio or any other combination of 

controllers can be added to improve the performance. Instead of PI, any other control 

strategy such as IMC (Internal Model Control) can be investigated. Also, noise in the 

controlled variables and drift in the input variables can be introduced to add more 

practicality to simulation. 

Based upon the algorithm, the chemical process was simulated in MATLAB, C 

and C++. The next chapter provides information on the development of programs in 

these three languages for simulation of the chemical process. 
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CHAPTER V 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

The example, a flash tank chemical process, was selected to compare relative 

advantages and disadvantages of MATLAB, C and C++. The example is used to show 

the effectiveness of development of a controller for a complex nonlinear process 

through simulation of process in MATLAB, C and C++. In the next section, the code 

for the chemical process in MATLAB is developed. 

5.1 The Design of a Program in MATLAB 

Based upon the simulation algorithm in Figure 4.3, the flash tank chemical 

process was simulated in MATLAB. There are 6 files, the main file (script file), 

'flashtk.m'and the other five, function M-files containing nonlinear equations, ODEs 

and controller code, ('findll.m', 'process.m', 'ctrlrxa3.m', 'ctrlrlvl.m' and 

'ordiff45.m') These functions are used in 'flashtk.m'. 

5.1.1 Structure of the Program 

State variables, constants, state related variables and other parameters are 

initialized in the beginning of'flashtk.m'. Variables are initialized based upon certain 

practical conditions. A parameter legend is provided in Appendix A. 

5.1.1.1 Input Variable Conversion 

Three input variables (f, Za and Tin) are converted to seven process 

parameters (11, gl, tl, xal, xbl, yal, ybl) in regionl. Seven simultaneous nonlinear 

equations (Appendix-II) were solved by the MATLAB function, 'fsolve'. The function 

solves simultaneous equations by a least squares method. It solves equations of the 

form F(X) = 0 where F and X may be vectors or matrices. The statement, 

X=fsolve('FUN', XO), starts at the matrix XO and tries to solve the equations 
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described in 'FUN'. 'FUN' is usually an M-file which returns an evaluation of the 

equations for a particular value of X. 

The function M-file, 'Findll.m', contained seven simultaneous nonlinear 

equations. Some initial values of the seven process parameters were supplied as an 

argument vector of the 'fsolve' fiinction call in 'findll.m'. The ftmction call, 'fsolve', 

returns the solution vector of the seven process parameters. The solution vector is 

obtained during each execution of the inner loop of the algorithm in Figure 4.3. 

5.1.1.2 Solving Nonlinear and Time-varying ODEs 

The ODE45 function in MATLAB integrates a system of ordinary differential 

equations (ODEs) using 4th- and 5th-order Runge-Kutta formulas. The statement, 

[T,Y]=ODE45('yprime', TO,Tfinal,YO), integrates the system of ODEs described by 

the M-file, YPRIME.M, over the interval TO to Tfinal with initial conditions YO. The 

returned values T and Y are integration time points (column vector) and the solution 

column vector for each T, respectively. 

The ODEs described in Appendix-Ill have nonlinear and time-varying 

parameters. The variable time-step in 'ODE45.M' was removed and 'ordiff45.m' was 

formed to take care of the time-varying parameters. The function , 'Ordiflf45.m', 

integrates a system of six ODEs in 'process.m' by a time-step supplied from the main 

file, 'flashtk.m'. The inner loop time-step (EDT) in Figure 4.3, the simulation 

algorithm, can be reduced to increase the overall accuracy of the integration. Initial 

values of the six state variables (na2, nb2, th2, na3, nb3, th3) were supplied to the 

fiinction call, 'ordifif45.m', in the main file, 'flashtk.m'. 

5.1.1.3 Obtaining Output Variables 

The vector of returned values from the fiinction M-file, 'ordifif45.m', is the 

solution vector of the state variables. The values were used to update state-related 

variables, controlled variables and output variables during each execution of the inner 
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loop. The whole process of solving nonlinear equations, integrating ODEs and getting 

output variables, was repeated during each execution of the inner loop. 

5.1.1.4 Inclusion of a PI Controller Code 

The code for a PI controller was included for both the level and the 

composition controllers in the function M-files, ctrlrlvl.m and ctrirxa3.m, respectively. 

For the purpose of simulation, the controllers were tuned and values for the 

Proportional time constant (Kc) and Integral time constant (T) were determined. The 

controllers were kept in auto mode. 

With the help of built-in functions in MATLAB, the development of code for 

simulation in MATLAB was relatively easy. In the next section, the development of a 

program in C for simulation of the same chemical process is discussed. 

5.2 The Design of a Program in C 

The flash tank chemical process was simulated in C as a DOS application. The 

simulation algorithm of Figure 4.3 was used for the coding the process. All variables 

were declared and defined initially. The seven simultaneous nonlinear equations 

(Region 1) listed in Appendix B were solved first by an interval halving search 

algorithm. The nonlinear state equations with time-varying parameters were solved 

next in the loop. Similar to the program in MATLAB, the PI controller outputs were 

converted to electronic signals (mA) first and then further converted to pneumatic 

signals to genrate the outputs for control valves. The FCVOl valve was made to fail 

closed and the FCV02 valve is made fail open. Emergency conditions were also 

included in the code. 

The program had the folowing important features. 

• It was MS-DOS executable and developed in Visual C++1.5. 

• The program was interactive and accepted keyboard inputs for 

- changing input parameters : f,za and Tin 

- toggling any controller fi-om manual to auto 
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- adjusting valve positon in controller manual mode and setpoint changes in 

controller auto mode 

The program was developed in two stages. 

In stage I, the flash tank chemical process was coded in C. Seven simultaneous 

nonlinear equations of region 1 were solved by using an interval halving search 

algorithm. Euler's method was used to solve the nonlinear ordinary differential 

equations of regions 2 and 3. The inner-loop time-step, edt, was kept as an integer 

multiple of the outer loop time-step, 'cdt'. In stage 2, PI controllers were added for 

composition Xa3 and level. 

The code in C becomes very lengthy for simulation of the complex process like 

the flash tank. The alogorithm in the code is also difficult to follow. Unlike this 

procedure-oriented approach, an object-oriented approach helps understand an 

algorithm in a code better as it relates with physical objects. In the next section, 

development of the code for simulation of the same chemical process in C++ using an 

object-oriented approach is explained. 

5.3 The Design of a Program in C++ 

In an object-oriented program, the main action revolves around data. An 

object-oriented approach to simulation of a complex process is fast to program. Due 

to its relationship with physical objects, an understaning of the complex process can be 

developed quicker resulting in early development of the code. 

For simulation of the flash tank chemical process, the program was divided into 

various classes to facilitate the physical understanding of the process. Classes for the 

object-oriented program were based on physical objects. Classes (loVariable, 

State Variable, Meas Variable, ControlVariable and Controller) were derived fi-om the 

base class Variable. The derived classes were defined in a header file, 'headvar.h', and 

implemented in separate 'cpp' files. The class structure used in the simulation of the 

chemical process is shown in Figure 5.1. 
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5.3.1 Class Structure 

The Variable base class handled printing for variables. Common variables for 

all derived classes were initialized through the protected fiinction, 'Initialize'. A 

protected function can be accessed by the objects of the same class and the derived 

classes only and cannot be accessed from anywhere else in a program. The virtual 

function, PrintData, handled the printing. A virtual function in a base class must be 

overridden in the derived class for its use specifically to the respective derived class. 

The Variable class was defined in a header file, 'variable.h' and implemented in the file 

'variable, cpp'. 

Variable 

loVariable StateVariable MeasVariable ContVariable Controller 

Figure 5.1 The Class Structure for Simulation of the Chemical Process 

Activities of region 1 (Figure 4.2) were handled by the loVariable class. It 

handled the modifications of input variables (f, za and Tin) and output variables( p4) 

and calculation of a bubble point of the mixture in the flash tank. The seven 

simultaneous nonlinear equations were solved by an interval halving search algorithm. 

Member functions such as ReduceZa() and IncreaseFQ were formed for manipulation 

of the input variables. Member functions are normally declared Public. A Public 

member fijnction or a Public data member of a class can be accessed from anywhere in 

the program. The member function, FindllQ, solved the seven simultaneous nonlinear 

equations listed in Appendix B for the seven process parameters. The actual code for 

solving the equations is same as that in the C program for simulation of the flash tank. 

Activities of region 2 and 3 (Figure 4.2) were taken care of by the 

StateVariable class. The flash tank process was modelled and new values of state 

variables are obtained in the member function, DynamicModel, of the StateVariable 

class. 
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All actions upon the measured variables (Xa3, level and p2) were handled in 

the MeasVariable class. Emergency conditions such as the value of the flash tank level 

going above 0.8 meters or going below 0.075 meters and the flash tank pressure going 

above 350 KPA were set in the member function, EmergencyOverride, of the 

MeasVariable class. 

All actions related to the manipulated variables (stem positions si and s2) were 

handled in the ContVariable class. Pneumatic signals to the control valves FCVOl and 

FCV02 were initialized by the member function, InitializeOutputto Valves, of the 

ContVariable class. The PI controller outputs si and s2 were converted to mA signals 

and then to pneumatic signals for outputs to the control valves in FindOutputtoValve 

member function. The code for it was the same as those in MATLAB or C simulation 

of the flash tank. The output variables, v and q, were obtained in the member function, 

GetOutputVariable, of the ContVariable class. 

The PI controller code for the composition and the level controllers are in the 

Controller class. The values of the controlled variables are used in the PI controller 

code. 

5.3.2 Applicabilitv of the Class Structure 

Any kind of process involves input-output variables, measured variables, state 

variables and controlled variables. Using a class structure similar to that in Figure 5.1, 

any process can be simulated in C++. Different variables can be made instances of 

these classes. In the flash tank process simulation, regionl, region2, region3, region4 

and region5 were the instances of the derived classes loVariable, StateVariable, 

MeasVariable, ContVariable and Controller respectively. This was done to visualize 

the operations in particular areas of the flash tank. Member functions and objects can 

be restructured so that actual variables can be made instances of the class, for example, 

the state variables na2, nb2, na3, nb3 etc. can be made the instances of the 

StateVariable class. 
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With the use of classes in Figure 5.1, the C++ code for simulation of the flash 

tank process was isolated. For a DOS implementation of the flash tank process 

simulation, DOS related special functions (such as clearscreen) and headers could be 

kept in the main file. Objects of the five derived classes were instantiated in the main 

file. Member functions of these classes were accessed in the main file and a DOS 

display was achieved in flashtank.cpp (main file). 

It can be seen that an object-oriented approach to programming for simulation 

of the complex process like the flash tank merely helps in a better representation of the 

process in the code. It does not help in solving nonlinear equations or integrating 

nonlinear ODEs. 

Using MATLAB for simulation of a complex process makes programming 

easy. Writing simulation programs in C for a complex process provides a direct low 

level implementation but it requires an involved programming for some mathematical 

calculations such as solving nonlinear equations. Using an object-oriented approach in 

C++ for simulation of a complex process provides a real and better representation of 

the process but it also involves lengthy programming for carrying out some 

mathematical calculations. 

In the next chapter, the results of simulation of the chemical process in these 

languages are presented. A comparison of execution times among different 

compilation options of the flash tank program simulation in MATLAB is also 

presented. A stand-alone executable program of the controller code in MATLAB is 

also formed. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SIMULATION OF THE PROCESS 

The first half of this chapter covers the results of successfiil simulation of the 

chemical process in MATLAB and C. The results for simulation of the chemical 

process in C++ are precisely the same as those in C. Addition of the code for the PI 

controllers to the chemical process code and subsequent tuning of them are also 

achieved. 

6.1 MATLAB Simulation Result.s 

The flash tank process was first simulated without any controllers to check the 

accuracy of the coding of the process. The results are shown in Figure 6.1. Later, the 

code of PI controllers for composition (Xa3) and level were included. Tuning results 

are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Time on the abscissa is in minutes. 

6.1.1 Uncontrolled Process Simulation 

In Figure 6.1, the uncontrolled level and composition (Xa3) variables are 

shown. The level is rising continuously from its initial position at 0.234. After an initial 

increase, the composition seems to be leveling off at 0.928. Values of si and s2 -

control valve stem positions are initialized at 50% each. 

The incoming liquid to the flash tank contains both the component A and the 

component B (Figure 3.1). For an uncontrolled process, the liquid component A does 

not go out from bottom of the flash tank as much as it should be. Hence, the 

uncontrolled level keeps on rising till the shutdown constraint of 0.8 meters is 

exceeded. As far as leveling off of the outlet composition of Xa3, a consistent exit of 

the gas component B from top of the flash tank maintains the composition at its 

setpoint. Mole-fraction of the incoming liquid to the flash tank (Za) is 0.9. Hence, the 

uncontrolled composition should level off at some value greater than 0.9 and less than 

1.0. 
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Figure 6.1 MATLAB Simulation of the Uncontrolled Flash Tank Process 

6.1.2 Tuning of Composition rXa3) and Level 

The code for the PI controllers was implemented for Xa3 and level in the flash 

tank program in MATLAB. ResuUs of tuning of the outlet composition Xa3 controller 

and the flash tank level controller are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. 

A heuristic tuning method was used for tuning the two controllers. In a 

heuristic tuning method for a PI controller, the integral time constant is made zero first 

and the controller action is checked by varying the proportional time constant. After 

obtaining a reasonable control, the integral time constant is again varied to get an 

appropriate response. Setting of the integral time constant is followed by another small 

modification in Kc for superior control. This process is repeated till desirable control 
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performance is achieved. After several experiments, the tuning parameters in the flash 

tank process were found as follows: 
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Figure 6.2 Tuning of Composition (Xa3) Controller in MATLAB 

For the composition controller, 

Kc = 440, T = 5. 

For the level controller, 

Kc = 200, T =5. 

Tuning of a controller can be verified by providing a step change in the 

controlled parameter or by introducing external disturbances and by checking the 

controlled parameter. In Figure 6.2, it is seen that a step change in Xa3 is given-first, 

from 0.9 to 0.88 and then from 0.88 to again 0.9 after start-up disturbances are 

settled. Corresponding effects on the flash tank level are also shown. The PI controller 
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for Xa3 handles the disturbances caused by a step change very well. As another 

verification of the controller, an increase in the inlet flow, f, from 2.0 Kmol/min to 2.2 

Kmol/min causes a temporary imbalance in the controlled process. The PI controller 

for composition brings the respective variable under control. 

As far as the flash tank process as a whole is concerned, whenever a step 

change is given in Xa3 (Figure 6.2), flash tank level is also disturbed. This shows that 

the flash tank chemical process is interactive. Both figures show that external 

disturbances in an important input variable, flow f, are handled by the tuned PI 

controllers. Hence, the flash tank process is controlled. 
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Figure 6.3 Tuning of Level Controller in MATLAB 

100 

In general, level is a more volatile variable in a chemical process than 

composition. For an interactive process such as the flash tank, the volatile controlled 

variable is tuned first. The level tuning plot is shown in Figure 6.3. After the process is 
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started, the level is controlled at 0.2 meters. Step changes fi-om 0.2 meters to 0.24 

meters and back to 0.2 meters are given and the level is being controlled reasonably 

well. An increase in input flow, f, fi-om 2.0 Kmol/min to 2.2 Kmol/min causes the level 

to rise fi-om its controlled value but due to a quick controller action, the level is 

brought back to 0.2 meters. 

6.2 Resuhs of Simulation in C 

The flash tank process was also coded in C. The results of simulation for the 

uncontrolled chemical process are shown in Figure 6.4 and the results of simulation 

for the controlled process are shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. The program was written 

as MS-DOS application in Visual C++ 1.5. The inner loop (Figure 4.3) is executed 

256 times every half a minute of the process time. For simulation in C, the accuracy of 

simulation increases by reducing the inner loop time step (edt). 
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Figure 6.4 Uncontrolled Flash Tank Process Simulation Results in C 
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6.2.1 Uncontrolled Process Simulation 

Control valve stem positions (si and s2) are initialized at 50%. The level 

increases continuously for the uncontrolled process till it crosses the emergency high 

level limit of 0.8 meters. After an initial increase, Xa3 levels off at 0.928. The results 

are quite similar to those for simulation of the chemical process in MATLAB(Figure 

6.1). 

6.2.2 Inclusion of the PI Controllers 

The code for the PI controllers is introduced in the C program for the flash 

tank process. Results of tuning of the outlet composition Xa3 controller and the flash 

tank level controller are shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6, respectively. 
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Figure 6.5 Tuning of Composition (Xa3) Controller in C 
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The tuning parameters were found as follows: 

For the composition controller, 

Kc = 440, T = 5. 

For the level controller, 

Kc = 220, T = 5. 

As a standard verification procedure for the controller, the Xa3 setpoint is 

initially reduced fi-om 0.9 to 0.88 and then back to 0.9 (Figure 6.5). Both controllers 

are able to bring the disturbed process under control. The response of level also 

reflects the changes in Xa3 setpoint indicating that the process is interactive. The 

tuned composition controller also handles the disturbances caused by the increase in 

the inlet flow, f, from 2.0 Kmol/min to 2.2 Kmol/min very well. 
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Then, the level setpoint is changed fi-om 0.2 meters to 0.24 meters and then 

back to 0.2 meters (Figure 6.6). The performance of level controller is quite good. 

There is a little effect of changes in level setpoint on Xa3. Last, the tuning of 

controllers is checked for external disturbances. Incoming flow to the flash tank is 

increased fi-om 2.0 Kmol/min to 2.2 Kmol/min. The level controller handles this 

disturbance well. The simulation results for C and MATLAB are quite similar. 

In the object-oriented approach to simulation of the flash tank program, the 

code for the process model is the same as that in C. Hence, the results of simulation in 

C++ are identical. The MATLAB Compiler was used for compilation of the five M-

files of the flash tank program. Simulation results of the compiled M-files are 

presented in the next section. 

6.3 Speed-up in MATLAB program 

The six M-files for the chemical process (flashtk.m, findll.m, process.m, 

ordifif45.m, ctrlrxa3.m and ctrlrlvl.m) were compiled separately with the '-r' and '-ri' 

options for the MATLAB Compiler to avoid call backs to MATLAB. The 

preallocation of arrays was done in the M-files. The arrays for level and Xa3 were 

converted to simple variables and '.dat' files were opened for storing the required data 

during the execution of the program to obtain plots. The functions, fopen and fprintf, 

require the function call, mccCallMATLAB but failure of the MEX-files at run time 

was avoided due to the elimination of growing number of unnecessary arrays. The type 

imputation was not done in the M-files as it was not necessary. 

Generally, separate MEX-files of a program slow down the execution of the 

program as a call to MATLAB is required each time a function MEX-file is 

encountered during execution of the program. To avoid this slow down, the files listed 

in the mcc command sequence for compilation must call the latter ones in the 

sequence. The M-files, ordiff45.m, ctrlrxa3.m and ctrlrlvl.m, are accessed only in the 

file, flashtk.m, and not in the other two. Hence, when the M-files for the chemical 
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process program were compiled together, a single MEX-file was generated but the 

expected speed-up was not achieved. 

One of the six M-files for the flash tank process, ordiflf45.m, was modified 

from the MATLAB provided function M-file, ODE45.m. It was one of the sources of 

the reduced speed of execution of MEX-files for the chemical process. By removing 

some unnecessary code such as disp and clc, several mccCallMATLAB function calls 

were avoided. Function calls, such as clear all were removed from the main function 

M-file, flashtk.m to avoid call backs to MATLAB. 

Table 6.1 A comparison of execution times of MEX-files for the chemical process 

Compilation options 

M-files 

mcc -r option; simultaneous compilation 

mcc -r option; separate compilation 

mcc -ri option; separate compilation 

Execution time on Pentium 90 Mhz 

for 1 minute of process time. 

105 seconds 

120 seconds 

90 seconds 

90 seconds 

In Table 6.1, a comparison of relative execution times of the MATLAB 

program on a Pentium PC, 90 MHz is given. A comparison of relative execution times 

of MATLAB and C program is given in Table 6.3. Various compilation options were 

applied to the MATLAB program consisting of the chemical process and control code. 

An improvement of approximately 14% in the execution time was achieved with the 

options, '-r' and '-ri'. The execution time mainly consists of the time for simulation of 

the chemical process. If the controller code, the function M-files, ctrlrxa3.m and 

ctrirlvl.m, is separated from the process and compiled separately, a computer 

containing the MEX-files can be used to control the actual process in the software 

approach to the field realization. Apart from an increased execution speed, this 

approach of using the MEX-file allows hiding of the control algorithm developed as a 

result of simulation. 
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6.4 Other Results and Comparisons 

In Table 6.2, a comparison of PI control tuning parameters is given for 

simulation of the process in MATLAB and C. The tuning parameters are quite similar 

although in the C program Euler's method is used for integrating ODEs and in 

MATLAB program Runge-Kutta's method is used for integration. Apparent difference 

in controller tuning results is probably due to different methods of integration used in 

MATLAB and C simulation. 

Table 6.2 A comparison of tuning parameters 

Composition Controller 

Level Controller 

Kc 

T 

Kc 

T 

Simulation in MATLAB 

440 

5 

200 

5 

Simulation in C 

440 

5 

220 

5 

In Table 6.3, a comparison of relative execution times of MATLAB, C and 

C++ programs for the process is given. The C and C++ program execution is 

considerably faster. Direct low level implementation in the C and C++ language 

program has resuUed in faster execution. The best timing using MATLAB and the 

MALTAB Compiler is extremely slower than the timings using C or C-

Table 6.3 A comparison of relative execution times of MATLAB, C and C 
programs for the process 

Type of Simulation 

MATLAB program, MEX-files, mcc -n 

C language program 

C++ language program 

Execution time on Pentium 90Mhz for 1 

minute of process time 

90 seconds 

< 1 second 

< 1 second 
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In Table 6.4, a comparison of relative lines of code of MATLAB, C and C++ 

programs for the flash tank process is given. It is seen that developing the program in 

MATLAB is relatively easier than developing the program in C or C++. A detailed 

coding of integration routines and solution of nonlinear equations in C has made the 

programming in C for the complex process difficult, lengthy and cumbersome. Also, 

Euler's method is used for integrating ODEs in the C and C++ programs. It is easier to 

program Euler's method rather than more involved and more accurate Runge-Kutta 

method in C. An object-oriented approach to programming the process using C++ has 

provided a better representation of the process in the program. However, it also 

required more lines of code. 

Table 6.4 A comparison of lines of code of MATLAB, C and C++ programs 

Type of Simulation 

MATLAB program 

C language program 

C++ language program 

Lines of Code 

230 lines 

490 lines 

1000 lines 

With the use of the MATLAB Compiler, a hardware approach to field 

realization of simulation can also be achieved. The next section provides details 

regarding this approach. 

6.5 The Stand-alone Executable Program Generation 

The controller codes, the two function M-files ctrlrxa3.m and ctrlrlvl.m, were 

compiled with '-e' option for generation of the source codes for the stand-alone 

executable program. Separate mainQ routines were written and the command, mbuild, 

was used to generate the stand-alone executable programs, Windows NT character 

mode executable programs. Through similar procedure, the executable program for a 

certain microprocessor chip can be generated and loaded onto the chip to achieve field 

realization through the hardware approach. 
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The other four M-files of the process could not be compiled using the 

command, mcc -e, to generate a single stand-alone executable program for the flash 

tank process. In particular, the fiinction, fsolve, for solution of the seven simultaneous 

nonlinear equations, in the main fiinction M-file, flashtk.m, was unknown to the 

MATLAB compiler in '-e' option. A separate compilation of the fiinction M-file, 

fsolve.m, with '-e' option, resulted in the function eval not known to the MATLAB 

Compiler. Hence, a stand-alone executable program for the flash tank process could 

not be generated. For field realization of the controller code developed during 

simulation, a stand-alone executable program for the process is not necessary but a 

stand-alone executable program for the controller code is required. 

Several C codes, the MEX-file source codes, the stand-alone executable 

program source code and the C language program for the process, were used during 

simulation of the chemical process. A comparison of all these C codes would be a 

better way to complete this research. In the next section, this comparison is provided. 

6.6 A Comparison of the C Codes for the Chemical Process 

In the six MEX-file source codes (separate compilation) of the flash tank 

program M-files, the option, ' -r', created all real variables. The program structure for 

all six source codes was similar to the one shown in Figure 3.3. Only some of the 

variables were declared as real scalar in the code others were declared as the data 

members of the Matrix structure. All variables were initialized with the function, 

mccReallnit of the MATLAB Compiler Library. Global variables in the M-file were 

obtained through the function, mccGetGlobal of the MATLAB Compiler Library, in 

the MEX-file source code. There was the function call, mccCallMATLAB, to 

MATLAB for the command, exp. Matrix multiplication is achieved through the 

function, mccRealMatrixMultiply, of the MATLAB Compiler Library. 
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Table 6.5 A comparison of relative lines of codes of different C programs 

Type of C Code 

MEX-file source codes by the MATLAB 

Compiler 

C language program 

C++ language program 

Lines of Code 

6000 lines 

490 lines 

1000 lines 

In Figure 6.11, a comparison of relative lines of code for various C programs is 

provided. Several assumptions by the MATLAB Compiler regarding matrix data type 

resulted in more lines of code for the flash tank process. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

For developing a controller of a process, the process has to be simulated. 

Different control approaches should be tried on the simulated process and a suitable 

control approach is selected for field realization. There are several factors while 

making a selection of a proper software package for simulation. Ease of programming 

and modification, accuracy of simulation and speed of execution of a simulated 

program, ease of practical implementation are some of them. This requires an in-depth 

study and a comparison of popular software packages for simulation. In this research, 

the practical multivariable and nonlinear flash tank chemical process was selected for 

this purpose. An algorithm for simulation was developed and the chemical process was 

simulated in MATLAB, C and C++, the languages commonly used for simulating a 

complex process. PI (proportional and integral) control routines were used for 

controlling the chemical process. 

From various comparisons presented in the last chapter, it was seen that the 

direct low level implementation was the main advantage of the simulation programs 

developed in C. It helped execute the program faster. When object-oriented techniques 

were used in programming the complex process, C++ provided a better representation 

of the process in the program. That can help in later modifications of the process 

model. But, writing programs in C or C++ for solving nonlinear equations or 

integrating a system of nonlinear ODEs became extremely cumbersome. Also, the 

Euler's method, which is relatively less accurate than the Runge-Kutta method, was 

used for integrating a system of ODEs in C or C++ coding of the process. Here, 

MATLAB offered an advantage of ease of programming with its built-in functions and 

commands for mathematical calculations. However, execution of the program in 

MATLAB was very slow due to its high level implementation. Hence, an attempt was 

made to run simulation of the chemical process in MATLAB as fast as possible by 

converting M-files into MEX-files with the use of the MATLAB Compiler. A 14 % 
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improvement in the execution speed was achieved by converting M-files into MEX-

files. A computer containing the controller code developed after trials on the simulated 

process can be used to directly control the process. This is the software approach to 

field realization. The controller code for the chemical process was separated and a 

stand-alone executable program was developed with the use of the MATLAB 

Compiler and the C Math Library. The source code for the controller can be cross-

compiled for a certain microprocessor and the executable program can be loaded onto 

the microprocessor chip. It can be used to directly control the process. This is the 

hardware approach to field realization. The hardware and software approaches to field 

realizations can be taken up as a future work. 

Considering the trade-off among MATLAB, C and C++, it was found that a 

language for simulation should be chosen depending on priorities. If the priority is the 

time of developing a controller, MATLAB should be chosen. It is also preferable when 

frequent changes in the control approaches are envisaged. If the priority is an efficient 

code of the controller at the processor level, C language is preferable. It is also 

preferable when few changes in the control approaches are envisaged. An object-

oriented approach using C++ is a better choice when more changes in the modeling of 

the process are envisaged. 
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APPENDIX A 

A PARAMETER LEGEND FOR THE FLASH TANK 

Physical properties of the process 

A - Area, m 2̂ 

k - Thermal conductivity, kmol/min-m^2-Kpa 

Cpi - Specific heat of liquid, KJ/kmol K 

Cpg - Specific heat of vapor, KJ/kmol K 

A - Heat of evaporization, KJ/kmol 

A^ - Clayperon constant, Kpa 

Ag - Clayperon constant, K 

B^ - Clayperon constant, Kpa 

Bg - Clayperon constant, K 

T^ - Reference temperature, K 

Inlet conditions 

f - Inlet flow in kmol/min 

Tin - Temperature in K 

Za - Mole fraction 

Initial conditions in the flash tank 

y^ - Mole fraction 

y^ - Mole fraction 

X - Mole fraction 

Xu - Mole fraction 

State variables 
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««2 - Moles of A in region 2, kmol 

«fe2 - Moles of B in region 2, kmol 

^2 - Temperature difference, K 

n^^ - Moles of A in region 3, kmol 

«fĉ  - Moles of B in region 3, kmol 

^3 - Temperature difference, K 

Output and other variables 

level - Tank level in meters 

^2 - Tank pressure in Kpa 

V - Vapor flow rate in kmol/min 

q - Liquid flow rate in kmol/min 

Intermediate process variables 

y^^ - Mole fi-action 

y^^ - Mole fi-action 

X^ - Mole fraction 

Xg - Mole fraction 

/, - Liquid flow out of regionl, kmol/min 

g, - Vapor flow out of regionl, kmol/min 

7J - Temperature o f liquid and vapor out o f reg ion l , K 
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APPENDIX B 

SIMULTANEOUS NONLINEAR EQUATIONS FOR THE FLASH TANK 

yA, 

yB, = 
AB*e~^^''^^ *XB^ 

YA.^yB, =1 

XA- = 
P2-AB*e *^-^BIT\ 

' AA*e-^^^'^' -Au'^e'^^'^^ B 

^ 5 i =^-'^Ai 

gi=/-h 

f*C„{T,„-T,)-G,*X 

'' <• li*Cp,+Gi*Cp! 
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APPENDIX C 

NONLINEAR ODES FOR THE FLASH TANK 

yA, = ^ 
' «^2+^A2 

^b2 
yB2 = n^^ + 02 ^"b2 

PA, = X^* A^ *e-^-"'' 

^ ^ 3 = ^b,* Ag*e-''>'^^ 

evapa = k*A*(PA2-yA *P2) 

evapb = k*A*(PB2-yB *P2) 

dria. 
= S\*ya^ -^*ya2 +^vapa 

dt 

—^ = gl*ybi -V yb2 +e^apb 

d02 , , , ^ * ^^02 ^^b2 , 
—^ = (rhsicpg-e2*—^+—^) 

dt dt dt 
rhs = g\* cpg * Oi - V * cpg * O2 + (evapa + evapb) * (cpg * ^3 + 0.5 * A) 

dn. 
'«3 

= h*^ai-^*^a. -evapa 
dt ' "' ^ "' 

--^ = l^*Xt,^-q*Xt^-evapb 

rhsX = l\* cpl * Oi-q* cpl * ^2 ~ {evapa + evapb) * {cpg * ^3 + 0.5 * X) 

— ^ = {rhs I cpl - (93 * — ^ + — ^ ) 
dt dt dt 
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APPENDIX D 

LISTING OF SQUIBO.C GENERATED BY COMPILING 

SQUIBO.M WITH 'MCC -R' OPTION 

/ * 

* MATLAB Compiler: 1.0 

* Date: Oct 20, 1995 

* Arguments: -r squibo 

* / 

#include <math.h> 

#include "mex.h" 

#include "mcc.h" 

void 

mexFunction( 

int nlhs_. 

Matrix *plhs_[], 

int nrhs_, 

Matrix *prhs_[] 

) 

{ 

int ci_, i_, j _ ; 

unsigned flags_; 

Matrix *Mplhs_[32], *Mprhs_[32]; 

/***************** Compiler Assumptions **************** 

* 

* g real vector/matrix 

* i integer scalar 

* n integer scalar 
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* realsqrt <function> 

* squibo <function being defined> 

* zeros <function> 

Matrix g; 

intn; 

int n_set_ = 0; 

int i; 

n = mccImportReal(&n_set_, (nrhs_>0) ? prhsJO] : 0, "n"); 

mccReallnit(g); 

/* % This function calculates the first n "squibonacci" numbers. */ 

/* g = zeros(l,n); */ 

if( I n s e t ) 

{ 

mexErrMsgTxt( "variable n undefined, line 3"); 

} 

mccZerosMN(&g, 1, n); 

/*g(i)=i;*/ 

mccSetRealVectorElement(&g, 1, (double) 1); 

g.dmode = mxNUMBER; 

/*g(2)=l;*/ 

mccSetRealVectorElement(&g, 2, (double) 1); 

g.dmode = mxNUMBER; 

/*fori=3:n'^/ 

for(i = 3;i<=n;i = i + l ) 

{ 
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/*g(i) = sqrt(g(i-l)) + g(i-2); */ 

mccSetRealVectorElement(&g, i, (sqrt((mccGetRealVectorElement(&g, (i-1)))) + 

(mccGetRealVectorElement(&g, (i-2))))); 

g.dmode = mxNUMBER; 

/* end */ 

} 

mccRetumFirstValue(&plhs_[0], &g); 

return; 

} 
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APPENDIX E 

LISTING OF SQUIBO.C GENERATED BY COMPILING 

SQUIBO.M WITH 'MCC -RI' OPTION 

static char mc_version[] = "MATLAB Compiler 1.0 infiin"; 

/ * 

* MATLAB Compiler: 1.0 

* Date: Oct 20, 1995 

* Arguments: -ri squibo 

* / 

#include <math.h> 

#include "mex.h" 

#include "mcc.h" 

void 

mexFunction( 

int nlhs_, 

Matrix *plhs_[], 

int nrhs_, 

Matrix *prhs_[] 

) 

{ 

int ci_, i_, j _ ; 

unsigned flags_; 

Matrix *Mplhs_[32], *Mprhs_[32]; 

/***************** Compiler Assumptions **************** 

* 

* g real vector/matrix 
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* 1 

* n 

* realsqrt 

* squibo 

* zeros 

integer 

integer 

scalar 

scalar 

<function> 

<function being defined> 

<flinction> 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ 

Matrix g; 

intn; 

int i; 

n = mccImportReal(0, (nrhs_>0) ? prhsJO] : 0, "n"); 

mccReallnit(g); 

/* % This function calculates the first n "squibonacci" numbers. */ 

/* g = zeros(l,n); */ 

mccZerosMN(&g, 1, n); 

/*g(i)=i ;*/ 

g.pr[(i-i)] = i; 

g.dmode = mxNUMBER; 

/*g(2)=l;*/ 

g.pr[(2-l)] = l; 

g.dmode = mxNUMBER; 

/*fori=3:n*/ 

for(i = 3; i<=n; i = i + l ) 

{ 

/*g(i) = sqrt(g(i-l)) + g(i-2); */ 

g.pr[(i-l)] = (sqrt((g.pr[((i-l)-l)])) + (g.pr[((i-2)-l)])); 

g.dmode = mxNUMBER; 
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/* end */ 

} 

mccReturnFirstValue(&plhs_[0], &g); 

return; 

} 
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